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ABSTRACT 
 

Hoaxes, urban legends, spoofs, chain letters: they were there before there was an 

Internet and quickly adapted to new communications media. By 1997, hoaxes were a 

serious drain on vendor and corporate service desks, and several papers at VB97 

addressed the issue. However, hoaxes continue to proliferate and computer users 

continue to react inappropriately. 

 

While awareness of some of the cruder hoaxes has increased in the sense that more 

people can recognise them, the proportion of seasoned veterans to clueless newbies 

has probably actually declined as the Internet has become EveryUser's playground. 

Furthermore, the load on support staff arising from related nuisances hasn't 

necessarily decreased. The focus has changed, but policies, strategies and 

information resources haven't kept pace with the convergence of different email 

phenomena: viral marketing, spammed hoaxes, spammed viruses, viruses which 

piggyback hoaxes. Increasingly, malware writers, spammers and hoaxers use similar 

social engineering techniques to trick the recipient into accessing a tainted resource 

(document, program, web-site).  

 

This presentation undertakes an overdue review of identification heuristics, policies 

and strategies, going beyond dictionary and simple heuristic detection of hoax virus 

alerts and placing them into the context of other channels of malice and 

misinformation and appropriate management techniques, including  

 Multiple ingress and egress wrapper and content filtering using gateway scanning 

tools to increase transparency 

 Integration of measures against mail abuse into enterprise security education and 

policy implementation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

On many sites, more resources are consumed in dealing with viruses that don't and can't exist 

than in handling 'real' viruses. Alerts of this sort are not computer viruses in the same sense as 

boot sector viruses, file viruses, macro viruses etc., but rather examples of social engineering. 

 

Social engineering is often associated with gaining unauthorised access to systems, but can 

also be applied to exploiting the victim's good intentions and lack of in-depth technical 

knowledge in order to inspire fear and confusion. Typically, this amounts to a denial-of-

service attack. The user is unable to make full use of the resources available to him/her 

because of fear of the imaginary attack; the administrator is besieged by panicking users and 

has to expend time and resources on reassuring them, validating reports, user education, 

keeping support staff informed, and so on. [Harley1] 

 

(1) THE PROBLEM 
 
URBAN LEGENDS 
 

Urban legends are a somewhat amorphous class of fantasy/semi-fantasy. The 

alt.folklore.urban FAQ [AFU] defines an urban legend as follows: 

 

"appearing mysteriously and spreads spontaneously in varying forms;" 

"containing elements of humor or horror (the horror often "punishes" someone who flouts 

society's conventions);" 

"making good storytelling;"  

"does NOT have to be false, although most are, accordingly, ULs often have a basis in fact, 

but it's their life after-the-fact (particularly in reference to the second and third points) that 

gives them particular interest." 

 

They often owe their creation to unknown originators. They diverge over time into variant 

forms. In their 'pure' form, they generally survive through their intrinsic interest as a story, 

and may well be re-told, re-created or passed on more-or-less verbatim by people who don't 

actually believe them to be factually accurate, or completely accurate. They do, however, 

have interesting parallels in form and content with some forms of abuse dealt with in this 

paper [Harley, Gattiker]. They may usefully be regarded as a broad class of which certain 

types of chain letter, for instance, can be seen as a sub-class - classic virus hoaxes would fit 

well into this group. 

 

CHAIN LETTERS AND E-MAIL 
 

According to the Oxford Reference Dictionary a chain letter is "a letter of which the recipient 

is asked to make copies and send these to others, who will do the same." [ORD] However, 

CIAC (Computer Incident Advisory Capability) quote Webster's Dictionary: "A letter 

directing the recipient to send out multiple copies so that its circulation increases in a 

geometric progression as long as the instructions are carried out." This perhaps makes the 

mechanism a little clearer. 

 

Note that by these and similar definitions, the letter or e-mail  

 Does not have to contain fraudulent or mythological material. 

 Though it includes a 'replicative mechanism' (an appeal to forward the message), does not 

have to contain an appeal to pass it on to everyone in the known universe (or even the 

recipient's entire address-book). 
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“Being [an] efficient [replicator] may consist in accumulating a better collection of words on 

paper…such mutations can happen again and again, and the result will eventually be a 

heterogeneous population of messages all in circulation, all descended from the same original 

ancestor but differing in detailed wording and in the strength and nature of the blandishments 

they employ.” [Dawkins] He was using as an example the St. Jude letter, which was doing the 

rounds of the postal services many years before there was any such thing as ARPAnet, but 

also summarises rather well the Good Times school of hoax described below. It's arguable 

that all chain letters (including virus hoaxes) can be regarded as memetic "viruses of the 

mind" [Gordon, Ford, Wells; Dawkins; Jones]. 

 

The CIAC chain letters page describes the classic chain letter structure in terms of: 

 Hook 

 Threat 

 Request 

According to this model, the object of the hook is to catch your interest. For example, an 

appeal to greed (Make Money Fast), or fear of technology (virus hoaxes), or sympathy 

(cancer victim hoaxes).  

 

The threat is meant to persuade you to keep the chain going. Traditional chain letters threaten 

bad luck. Virus hoaxes threaten the destruction of systems. At least one chain letter threatens 

unlimited spam if you don’t forward it. Sometimes the threat is to others: if you don’t 

forward, a little boy’s dying wish won’t be honoured, or cancer will continue to flourish. 

 

The request is the objective of the letter. Pyramid schemes etc. ask you to forward money. 

Virus hoaxes ask you to ‘help’ others by disseminating ‘information’. Mydek type hoaxes ask 

you to generate money for medical research by forwarding identical messages. Mailing list 

sales pyramid schemes ask you to send money, add yourself to the list, and sell on the list, or 

another token product. However, all chain letter requests include a 'replicative mechanism' 

operating via social engineering rather than via viral binary code (a computer program). 

 

In fact, it has been suggested [Harley2; Harley, Gattiker] that the crucial difference between 

an urban legend and a chain letter may be that the latter includes an explicit replicative 

mechanism. 

 

One of the upcoming problems in this area is that unsolicited mail is becoming seen as more 

acceptable than in the early days of the Internet. In the heyday of the Good Times Hoax, it 

was possible to say with some confidence "Reputable security vendors don't pass on alerts 

and advisories as chain letters." However, a recent overblown but genuine warning issued by 

SANS based on an FBI alert did include an appeal to pass the warning on, as well as several 

other characteristics suggestive of the classic virus hoax. In fact, it may be as well that the 

warning was overblown: the heated, over-capitalised tone and the fact that it was issued on 

April 1st inspired widespread disbelief. So far, anti-virus vendors seem, in general, to have 

resisted the temptation to include such an appeal in their advisories and press releases, but it 

may not be safe to rely on their continuing restraint in such a competitive market. 

 

Even frankly commercial solicitation is becoming legitimised through the use of evasive 

techniques such as viral marketing. This can include material such as surveys which are not 

necessarily overtly or by intent commercial. Evasive mail ranges from "If you find this useful, 

please pass it on to a friend." (respectable, but arguably chain mail nonetheless), to "Include 

this advertising in every email you send out, and we won't charge you for service.", to "Pass 

on this message to all your friends, colleagues and relations". The last example is particularly 

unfortunate. It surreptitiously passes on the responsibility for compliance with data protection 

and privacy legislation (especially as applied to mailing lists) from the advertiser to the first 

wave of recipients. Those who pass on such mail are also likelier than the chain letter 
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originator to suffer the consequences of old-time Internet protests such as mail-bombing, 

subscription-bombing, flaming, reporting abuse to ISPs, and forwarding of malicious 

software.  

 

One of the side-effects of the transfer of the chain letter to the IT age is an increase in bulk. 

Where terrestrial chain letters used to ask/order that the recipient pass the letter on to a fixed 

number of secondary recipients, their electronic equivalent is less restrained: after all, it's 

probably less effort to forward e-mail to an entire address book than it is to forward 

selectively. Similarly, fast-burner viruses/worms have tended to raise the number of intended 

targets (address book entries) to the maximum attainable. 

 

HOAXES AND PANIC ATTACKS  
 

Many virus hoaxes and other security related hoaxes trade on technophobia. Why is this such 

a successful social engineering technique? Recently I saw a sign in a bookshop: "We 

apologise for any inconvenience caused by implementation of a new computer system." This 

is actually rather typical of the popular expectation of information technology. We expect it to 

go wrong. Possibly we expect it to go wrong more often than it really does, since alleged 

computer malfunction (or virus action) is so often used to cover human error. "We can't do it 

because our computers are down." "We can't recover the contents of your hard disk because it 

was attacked by a virus."  Perhaps the real significance of the Y2K phenomenon is not that so 

little happened, but that so many people took for granted the inevitability of massive global 

disruption and death by COBOL. Thus, we seem to find it surprisingly easy to believe in 

extreme 'punishment' for the mildest lack of caution. 

 

Generally, the Good Times derivative school of hoax are out-and-out fictions. They rely in 

many cases on the gullibility and lack of technical expertise of the victims, but more 

importantly (and unpleasantly) on their altruistic urge to warn as many people as possible 

about what they believe to be a genuine danger. A number of close-related/derived hoaxes 

(Irina, PenPal Greetings, Deeyenda, It Takes Guts to Say Jesus, Join The Crew) are ‘alerts’ 

about viruses which use a very similar array of "special effects".  These are described as 

spreading over the Internet and having some destructive effect when E-mail or newsgroup 

postings are read. The hoax victim is warned not to open mail with a specific Subject: field 

and asked to pass on the warning to as many people as possible. 

 

The heyday of the Good Times virus (in terms of its maximum impact) and its primary 

variants was around 1994-1995 [Jones]. However, the following extract from a report by the 

Y2K Risk Assessment Task Force chaired by Sam Nunn illustrates that the mythical “Nth 

complexity binary loop” characteristic of a common version of the Good Times hoax, is not 

dead 

 

Three other malicious viruses will actually lock a processor in a divide by zero loop, 

which, if left running for a sufficient amount of time, will overheat the Central 

Processing Unit, causing it to melt down and effectively reducing the computer to scrap 

metal. 

 

Variations on this hoax model continue to appear. Older versions resurface as new 

generations of newcomers to the Internet fall into the same old traps. Frequently, the only 

significant difference between one hoax and another is the subject line under which the 

destructive message is supposed to be sent. The continuing cutting and pasting from one 

variant to another has the beneficial side-effect of making this class of hoax peculiarly 

susceptible to detection by a well-documented set of heuristics noted by a number of 

commentators. In fact, this is the only well-documented class of hoax. Thus some have 

slipped into the trap of assuming that because this class is conceptually simple to deal with, 

the hoax problem has been contained. Sadly, this is not the case. While these may still 
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constitute the bulk of chain letter warnings, and are indeed not difficult to handle, even when 

received in quantity, it’s often the rarer, less obvious types of hoax and associated threats that 

generate the most work per incident. 

 

Hype alerts (media viruses) 
 

The Y2K phenomenon was also fed by the hyping of risks by vendors, consultants etc. with a 

vested interest in dramatising risk. Hype alerts, like virus hoaxes, may resemble the sort of 

horror story so common among urban legends: the horror punishes those who don't take due 

precautions and buy into the vendor's solution. No wonder mail that exploits these fears lands 

with a FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) on so many electronic doormats. 

 

Alerts are often used as a marketing device by 

 Anti-virus vendors and related organisations (factors and consultancies, for instance) 

seeking to increase revenue. There's a fine line here between responsible dissemination of 

vital information and trading on the fears of the public. Unquestionably, some anti-virus 

vendors cross the line from time to time, and factors or consultants acting on their behalf 

may (not necessarily deliberately) compromise the vendor's good name by overstating 

their own authority and competence.   

 Other security organisations pose a particular threat. They are perceived as authorities 

because virus management is a security issue. However, just as not all virus experts are 

experts in other areas of security, not all security experts are virus experts.  

 They may be misled into over-estimating the impact of a particular threat, or the size 

of the contribution of a particular vendor.  

 They may misrepresent the nature of a threat, not understanding it properly 

themselves, or wishing to pass it off as an example of a threat they feel more 

comfortable with, but which it doesn't truly represent (Intrusion Detection specialists 

have a habit of claiming a spurious authority in virus management).  

 They also tend to favour a full disclosure model in discussing virus issues, because 

that's what happens in other security areas. [Gordon, Ford] Lengthy discussion of the 

full/partial/non-disclosure debate is beyond the scope of this paper, but one of the 

side-effects of this orientation is that lengthy snippets of or even complete virus code 

(sometimes altered to reduce the functionality, sometimes extensively commented) 

may become more generally available than is desirable. Security Through Obscurity 

is poor security, but malicious code freely available for copying and modification by 

those with malicious intent is no security at all. 

 Organisations making (sometimes fraudulent) use of fear of malware to sell product 

which may or may not be related (Y2K, backup software, recovery services, content 

analysis tools, out-sourced security services). 

 The media, who don't usually discriminate between security experts, computing experts, 

anti-virus experts, hackers, ex-hackers, ethical hackers, people who know a little more 

than they do, and virus-writers. 

 Organisations with no claim to in-house security/malware expertise seeking to earn 

brownie points and profit indirectly from the goodwill thus generated. Often this works to 

the disadvantage of the recipient of such advice: it's noticeable that fast-burning mail 

viruses/worms inspire a flood of alerts and advisories offering not only generalised 

warnings to 'be careful' and specific means of identification of individual viruses, but also 

instructions on manual removal. It is true that commercial anti-virus software often fails 

to completely eradicate the side-effects of malware that modifies the host environment by 

(for instance) modifying Word's standard menus or Windows registry settings. 

Nevertheless, advising everyday users to risk their systems by playing with 

REGEDIT.EXE imposes a heavy responsibility on the advisor to ensure the accuracy and 

clarity of their instructions. Unfortunately, such aspirant advisors are not always 

scrupulous.  
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Real Malware 
 

This author has observed elsewhere [Harley, Gattiker] that the viruses described in common 

hoax types tend to resemble Trojan Horses rather than real viruses: all explosive payload and 

no credible replication mechanism.(Apart, of course, from the metaviral, psychological 

mechanisms employed by all "viruses of the mind".) Nonetheless, there is a degree of 

convergence between hoaxes (and related fictional nuisances) and real malware that has 

considerably complicated the hoax management task. Virus authors have always found a way 

to exploit the victim's desire to protect their system as a means of gaining access to that 

system. For example, real anti-virus software infected with a virus; Trojan Horses or virus 

droppers masquerading as anti-virus software. However, in recent years virus authors have 

made a conscious effort to blur the distinction between hoax viruses and real malware. It's no 

longer possible to say that it isn't possible to contract a virus just by reading text email. 

Certain VBScript worms can exploit the misleadingly-named Preview facility in some 

versions of Outlook, for instance, which allows the execution of scripts present in the body of 

the email rather than accompanying the message as an attachment. Nor is it possible any more 

to say that viruses are not spread via email with a specific subject header. Nowadays, a 

number of worms do spread in mail with one or more characteristic headers (though a degree 

of polymorphism to forestall simple filtering by subject field is becoming de rigeur). 

 

But when is malware not malware? Viruses and worms are definable by their replicative 

mechanisms, and commercial anti-virus software sooner or later detects them. Trojans and 

backdoors are defined less by mechanism than by their presumed intent, and are detected by 

some anti-virus and anti-Trojan programs (and a Remote Access Tool can drift in and out of 

legitimacy according to the prevailing legal climate). However, joke programs, fluffy 

screensavers and even games are freely traded by e-mail and downloaded from the Web, and 

occupy an ambiguous niche in the anti-virus pantheon. Many are detected by anti-virus 

software, but not consistently. Two products may variously detect the same program as a joke 

and as a Trojan, and it's not always obvious what lies behind the classification of a specific 

joke as malicious. Games are never likely to be routinely identified as malicious by standard 

anti-virus software, but detection may be offered to corporate clients concerned about the 

trading of non-productive, unapproved and possibly unlicensed software.  

 

This ambiguity reverberates into the twilight zone between malware and hoaxware. 

Screensavers are a popular target for hoax virus alerts (Budweiser frogs, for example): one 

screensaver incorrectly identified by a particular virus scanner as virus-infected (false 

positive) progressed to a chain-letter hoax/semi-hoax (Ghosts).  

 

The PKZip/PKUnzip compression/decompression utility has been caught up in the malware 

arena several times. It was a popular target for Trojans masquerading as legitimate programs, 

and it was incorrectly identified by a widely used anti-virus product as infected with Maltese 

Amoeba. After one short-lived Trojanized version was discovered, a vaguely related alert 

consumed bandwidth totally disproportionate to the significance of the threat [Harley3], and 

then got a further lease of life attached to one or more full-blown hoaxes. 

 

There is a malicious/joke program called wobbler or wobbling, sometimes found in a file 

called CAIFORNI.EXE. However, there is a hoax about a virus called wobbler, wobber etc., 

found in a file called CALIFORNIA. Its reputed destructive effects bear no resemblance to 

the 'real' wobbler. However, NAI at one point identified the joke as a Trojan, and that may 

have sparked off the hoax.  

 

There are AOL password stealer that masquerade as buddylist.exe, mentors called 'buddies' 

being a feature of AOL culture. Is this the basis for the Buddylst hoax/semi-hoax? And, of 

course, there are cases of hoaxes inspiring malware claimed to be the original of the hoax 
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(Proto-T (Slade), GT-Spoof). Not to mention AOL4FREE, which mutated into several 

variations. 

 

The anti-virus industry does not, popular misconception notwithstanding [Harley4] write and 

distribute viruses to keep its members in a job, but it may have contributed significantly to the 

hoax problem, in spite of itself.  

 

Furthermore, malware authors have sometimes used supposed or actual anti-virus software as 

a means of distribution. This may be done by infecting a legitimate program or a self-

extracting archive file containing a legitimate program with a virus; by distributing a program 

claiming to be legitimate but actually a virus dropper, infected document, Trojan horse etc. 

Alternatively, mail may contain an URL or active link to a malicious site, or a malicious 

script: indeed, spammers increasingly use HTML mail containing VBS or similar code to link 

directly to a web-site which may include other vexatious features. 

 

 

Spam 

 

Spam is a term applied to a number of abuses involving the indiscriminate use of email or 

newsgroup postings to broadcast ‘information’. In an E-mail abuse FAQ document, this 

author [Harley2] has used the following broad classifications, following a number of Internet 

and printed sources [Schwartz, Garfinkel; Barrett]. 

 

Usenet spam: 

 EMP (excessive multi-posting) - messages posted individually to each of many groups 

(classic spam) 

 ECP (excessive cross posting) - one message crossposted to many groups (velveeta). (one 

message - many groups in Newsgroups header) 

 Commercial postings 

 

Email spam: 

 UCE - unsolicited commercial email (junk mail) 

 UBE - unsolicited bulk e-mail - sent in bulk to many addresses. May be commercial, but 

by no means invariably: like its Usenet counterpart, UBE is often used as a means of 

soapboxing. 

 

Spammers often spam with the intention of advertising a product or a web site (especially 

sites where each hit earns money from a sponsor), but other motivations may apply, including 

aggressive violation of remote systems/system users, revenge (compare mail-bombing and 

subscription-bombing). A not uncommon example of revenge spamming involves implication 

of a disliked person (especially an anti-spammer) in spamming activities by using their site as 

a relay, fraudulently inserting their details into the mail headers, using their details in the body 

of the message etc. The victim of this sort of revenge spam subsequently becomes the victim 

of various sanctions applied by anti-spam groups and individuals. 

 

Virus/Trojan distribution also features as motivation – virus/worm writers are known to have 

made use of newsgroup and e-mail spamming techniques to inject real viruses into the wild. 

 

A scam is an attempt to con money or services or information out of the victim. Scams always 

involve an element of deception, and may be distributed as spam or a chain letter, among 

other means. Sub-species such as pyramid and Ponzi schemes are considered at greater length 

in an earlier paper [Harley5]. 

 

(2) THE (PARTIAL) SOLUTION 
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KNOWN-SOMETHING IDENTIFICATION  
 

One approach, of course, is to check reliable sources of information on current hoaxes and 

chain letters (the Dictionary or Encyclopaedia approach). (See appendix for a list of such 

resources). 

 

Anti-virus vendors are often good sources of information regarding real viruses and worms, 

and some Trojan Horses. Some also have good sections on hoaxes and chain letters, and there 

are many sites run by independent security organisations and other groups and individuals 

which also include such information, as well as lists of other types of email nuisances such as 

hype alerts, scams, and spam. Some web-sites are also associated with specialist mailing lists 

such as SPAM-L. This approach works well enough, over time, for virus detection. Classic 

virus detection is based on a cycle of get sample, analyse sample, add identification and 

disinfection (where feasible) to the product: sooner or later, detection becomes more-or-less 

fixed throughout the spectrum of relevant products. Other types of malware are more 

problematical. Most anti-virus software detects some Trojans, but not necessarily all possible 

Trojans. Other objects intermittently detected by anti-virus software include Remote Access 

Tools, Distributed Denial of Service programs, and joke programs. While these can cause 

problems not germane to this discussion, identifying them using standard anti-virus detection 

by search string is not usually one of them. However, very few vendors try to make 

substantial information available on every virus they detect. As long as their software detects 

a given threat and reverses its effects properly, publishing information on a known and 

established threat is often of secondary importance, except as a public relations exercise. 

 

Detection of hoaxes, spam etc. is rather different. There is no absolute standard for software 

that attempts to detect these types of abuse, though such software certainly exists. However, 

detection is largely in the eye of the beholder. There are sites that contain excellent 

information on a wide range of hoaxes and chain letters: however, no-one co-ordinates the 

sharing of hoax 'samples' among all qualified and interested parties. Furthermore, some have 

only local currency, and may not become widely known outside a given physical or virtual 

locality. There is no standard naming convention, so it's easy to miss a hoax that isn't listed 

under an obvious name. Spam is even more problematical. It's not particularly usual to 

archive spam messages with a view to detecting it: in any case, the main problem with spam 

is less with recognising it than with the sheer weight of it.  

 

Automated detection using more-or-less exact identification is less straightforward for hoaxes 

and spam than it is with virus detection. Search strings have to be rather carefully chosen, and 

their actual position in the message is unpredictable. Spam filtering, in particular, therefore 

tends to be heuristic in nature. 

 

IDENTIFICATION HEURISTICS 
 
Malware heuristics 
 

Welcome to the age of the fast burner. A few years ago, viruses spread comparatively slowly, 

being mostly diskette-borne, though under some circumstances a file infector could spread 

across local networks with impressive speed. The first Word macro viruses altered this 

picture: since people were far more likely to exchange documents than they were executable 

files, e-mail started to overtake the floppy disk as the infection vector of choice. Eventually, 

viruses/worms which mailed themselves out to addresses in the victim's address book started 

to become a major problem. Not only because of the blurring of the borders between real 

threats and hoax viruses described above, but (most alarmingly) because of the vastly 

increased speed of dissemination this mechanism allows.  
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A fast burner that 'gets lucky' can go global within hours or minutes of its introduction 'into 

the wild', so that by the time vendors have a fix, melted down mail servers and oversubscribed 

vendor web-sites constitute serious obstacles to distribution of updates and patches [Harley6; 

Wells] 

 

How does this relate to hoax detection heuristics? This type of threat turns heuristic detection 

into a necessity for more than one reason. At one time, the average anti-virus administrator 

could gamble on not being one of the first victims of a new virus - mostly, the first victims 

were seen as being the big corporates, universities, and multi-nationals - and wait for the 

monthly or even three-monthly anti-virus update cycle to revolve. Now, however, almost any 

site may become one of those first victims: the first wave of infections may hit hundreds or 

thousands of sites before a vendor can update its web-site or analyse a virus/worm and 

produce a fix. Conventional scanner heuristic analysis is a fine-grained approach that works 

on individual files/attachments, but attacks like this may also call for a coarser-grained 

approach, such as discarding, bouncing or quarantining all attachments; all attachments with a 

suspicious filename extension or double extension (*.txt.vbs, for instance); multiple instances 

of identical mail, mail with the same Subject header; mail with identical attachments.  

 

Can this coarser-grained approach be integrated with gateway-filtering approaches to other 

invasive content? Though such filtering is best done by corporate organisations at the 

perimeter (as opposed to at the desktop), the filtering criteria vary widely, as indicated below.  

 

While tools for content analysis can be and are packaged together with virus detection tools, 

the degree to which they can be integrated is severely limited by the divergent nature of the 

relevant technologies. Content filtering is nearest to virus-specific detection when it focuses 

on very specific lexical objects: proscribed web-sites, domains, source addresses. However, it 

is more common for such tools to use fuzzier matching techniques, looking for strings 

suggestive of pornography, fraud, hoax material etc. This more heuristic approach is harder to 

automate, and entails trade-offs between transparency and service. In general, more 

transparency/automation entails a degree of denial of service as borderline traffic is discarded. 

There is, perhaps, a parallel here with rate-limiting as a means of countering Distributed 

Denial of Service attacks: service is maintained at a reasonable level, but at the cost of losing 

some legitimate traffic. 

 

Chain Letter Heuristics 
 

Chain letter characteristics are pretty straightforward, though not particularly susceptible to 

automated recognition. "Pass this on to everyone you know, otherwise something undesirable 

and possibly virus-related will happen." "Pass this on to everyone you know and something 

wonderful will happen." Of course, a chain letter doesn't have to specify 'everyone you know'. 

This heuristic works so well only because most chain letters are unoriginal and greedy, 

chiefly concerned with reaching as many people as possible, as fast as possible, like a fast 

burner virus/worm that mails itself to everyone in the victim's address-book. A hoax author 

who rediscovers the principles of sparse infection and delayed gratification in order to achieve 

long-term survival might change the face of malware/hoax management yet again.  

 

Hoax/Spoof Detection Heuristics 
 

A number of observers [Harley1; Gordon, Ford,Wells.] have noted common features of the 

classic Good Times derivative hoax family. Indeed, some more recent authors [Schmauder] 

have fallen into the trap of assuming that nearly all virus hoaxes are like Good Times 

derivatives in using extensive capitalisation, just as once upon a time it was assumed that 

because Lehigh infected COMMAND.COM, that was how all viruses worked. In fact, this 

author no longer believes that a high match rate against the heuristics listed is sufficient proof 

of either fraudulent intent or complete inaccuracy: nevertheless, such a score does suggest 
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caution. In combination with a sufficiency of technical knowledge to assess the likely 

accuracy of an alert, an informed observer can still hope to evaluate most alerts with 

considerable confidence. 

 

 As we've seen, the fact that an alert is packaged as a chain letter according to the 

definitions used in this paper is not incontrovertible proof of fraudulent intent. 

However, it does at the very least a degree of carelessness that casts doubt about the 

quality of the information it contains.  

 Undated, or no realistic or verifiable date. "Yesterday" or "just issued by..." isn't good 

enough. However, a convincing date doesn't prove that it's not a hoax.  

 No best-by or expiry date on warning. Nonetheless, the presence of such a date 

doesn't prove that a warning is accurate. 

 No identifiable organisation quoted as the source of the information. Nonetheless, 

association with an identifiable party doesn't prove that that party is, in fact, the 

source, and verifying the source does not, per se, validate the actual information as 

correct.  

 The organisation quoted as information source is one not normally associated with 

the dissemination of virus information (FCC); or an organisation whose expertise in 

security/anti-virus is questionable (AOL, Microsoft, CNN, ZDNet); or an 

organisation which doesn't exist at all. Note that there are hoaxes that claim to quote 

highly convincing information sources such as real anti-virus vendors and their 

representatives, CERT etc. These attributions are intended to add 'Credibility by 

association'. Claiming to quote the FCC is a particular give-away - the FCC are not in 

that particular line of business, and have stated that they never will issue virus alerts. 

Nevertheless, Good Times and some of its variants continue to claim to be quoting it. 

In fact, organisations, publications and individuals with less claim to relevant 

expertise have certainly issued or forwarded such warnings, sometimes to comic 

effect, all of which adds to the problem.  

 The affected hardware, application, mail client etc. are not specified. Again, this is 

not conclusive: anti-virus vendor advisories often assume that the entire computing 

world uses PCs, and frequently that a particular version of Windows is universally 

employed. On the other hand, claims that a virus plays tricks with mail 

software/address books, but that don't specify the type of mail client affected, are a 

possible indicator that the information is unreliable, hoax or not. Similarly, claims 

that information such as passwords or credit card details will be leaked without 

specifying which passwords are targeted, or where the virus looks for credit card 

details, may indicate an intent to frighten rather than inform.  

 Immediate and devastating damage when the 'infected' email is opened. Hoax viruses 

rarely seem content with popping a rude message up onto the screen, preferring 

instead to render targeted systems unusable. In fact, if the viruses described in many 

hoaxes really existed, they wouldn't be viruses at all: they'd be Trojan horses with no 

reliable means of replication, since they'd burn themselves out on every system they 

landed on and trashed.  

 No discrimination between opening the email, opening an attachment without 

executing embedded or attached code, and actually executing code: note, however, 

that it has never been entirely accurate to say that just reading mail is safe from any 

kind of malware [Harley3].  

 It's claimed that no means of detection or recovery are known. This is a fairly 

dependable heuristic. In general, it's possible for an anti-virus vendor to supply 

detection for a newly discovered threat within hours, or less. There are exceptions, 

though. It took anti-virus vendors many months to implement detection and 

disinfection of macro viruses properly, and for a while the best help a vendor could 

offer was guidance on disabling auto-macros. It's not impossible that a completely 

new threat could arise which would require similarly extensive re-engineering, but it 
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happens rather rarely. Nowadays, 'fast burner' virus/worm threats present almost the 

opposite problem [Harley6]: patches and interim drivers for detection and 

disinfection of the threat is usually quickly implemented, but the sheer demand for 

the fix consumes so much bandwidth that distribution mechanisms buckle under the 

strain [Harley6; Wells]. Recovery is a more complex matter, and depends on the tools 

available to the victim, what backup strategy has been employed, and so forth. A 

virus warning which doesn't take these factors into account is automatically suspect.  

 Virus described in terms of confusing pseudo-jargon such as the Good Times "Nth-

complexity infinite binary loop", or with the use of inappropriate terminology such as 

"a Trojan virus". Unfortunately, most users of computers and the Internet do not have 

the technical expertise to distinguish between geekspeak (an inability to write in 

English rather than jargon) and technobabble (technical-sounding gibberish). Even 

the computer-literate may be confusing by the tendency among security experts 

pontificating outside their personal areas of expertise to invent jargon, 

misrepresentations of virus/anti-virus technology, and even examples of viruses 

mysteriously known to them, but not to the anti-virus establishment. 

 Reads like a news item or press release, but there's no indication of its origin.  

 Hoax alerts tend to be concerned with self-replication, not with pointers to further 

help or information. They rarely include verifiable sources of further information. 

Fake URLs are common though, as are URLs pointing to inappropriate/suspicious 

sites. It's easy to set up a web-page without having to supply any sort of 

verification/authentication (free of charge, so credit card details aren't necessary), so a 

genuine web page can contain very unreliable information. An alert that claims to 

originate with Symantec, but includes a pointer to a site on geocities.com, suggests 

foul play. A geocities or angelfire site doesn't prove malice in itself, though: there are 

plenty of well-meaning amateurs and guru wannabes offering security information, 

some of it genuinely useful.  

 Full details of the source of the information or a contact within the originating 

organisation for further clarification. There is unlikely to be a digital signature or any 

sort for authentication. However, the presence of a digital signature is not, in itself, 

proof of a bona fide alert. Many people don't bother or don't know how to check 

these.  

 Surfeit of upper-case letters and exclamation marks is a danger sign. Real advisories 

are less likely to overstate the urgency of a virus problem than hoax alerts. 

Hopefully... 

 Consistently poor spelling, grammar, syntax and presentation. Anti-virus companies 

rarely employ illiterates to write press releases or advisories.  

 Claiming to originate with a known anti-virus vendor is another common indicator. It 

is not unknown for anti-virus companies to 'hype-up' a virus in press releases, or on 

their web-sites, but they don't broadcast alerts to every mailing list on the Internet. 

Yet...  

 Claims that superhackers have 'somehow' managed to write a program to do 

something that was previously thought to be impossible invite deep suspicion. (1) 

Anti-virus experts spend much time out of the public eye exchanging ideas about 

'nightmare scenarios', and responsible individuals tend to keep such discussions away 

from the marketing department and journalists. Nonetheless, if it's possible, someone 

has probably hypothesised it. (2) Belief in the supernatural powers and intellects of 

hackerz and crackerz, virus writerz, and other 3l33t kewl d00dz is not common 

among anti-virus experts. Alerts which indicate such a belief are likely to originate 

with a member of one of those groups, a journalist, or a security expert talking about 

a field outside his own competence.  

 

Spoofs, parodies and humorous alerts such as the CDA meme virus, .the Jeffrey Mogul 

metavirus, the Morris virus alert, and Bad Times, inspire considerable wry amusement in the 
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informed observer. However, the joke seems to be on the jokers. It seems to be pretty difficult 

to create a spoof which someone, somewhere won't believe, and most compilers of hoax 

dictionaries have felt it necessary to include such spoofs. The sad fact is that many of the 

attributes given to hoax viruses seem to have been derived from earlier spoofs. 

  

Spam Heuristics 
 

Schwartz and Garfinkel identify two main approaches to filtering by sender address, mapping 

approximately to the firewall rule-set models of 'explicit deny' and 'explicit allow'. 

 "Refuse villains, allow others" (All mail is allowed unless the sender is blacklisted). 

This approach is hard work, since professional spammers, their customers, and those 

who use bulk mailers, tend to make use of forged headers and/or disposable accounts. 

Thus it requires frequent updating and maintenance: a little like using a known-virus 

scanner but having to enter your own definitions updates. 

 "Allow friends, refuse others." (All mail is discarded unless the sender is whitelisted.) 

This is less work, but discards all mail from unapproved sources, including approved 

senders using an unapproved mail account. This is only really viable if you're 

absolutely sure that you'll never want to hear from anyone you don't know. 

 

There are many other heuristics recommended/used from time to time by spam-haters and 

anti-spam programs.  

 Filtering by Subject (i.e. avoid characteristics such as undue capitalisation, multiple 

$$$ and !!!, give-away phrases such as Make Money Fast.) Unfortunately, spammers 

long ago learned to evade these heuristics and employ social engineering techniques 

to trick the recipient into opening the message, including varying the text to include 

(for instance) the recipient's name to make it appear more personal). Virus/worm 

writers have learned to use similar techniques to persuade victims to open 

attachments and to introduce a degree of primitive polymorphism to baffle such 

measures as procmail recipes for email filtering. Such measures are sometimes of use 

as a temporary expedient in the early stages of a fast-burner email worm attack, but 

tend to be discarded when definitions updates are available and distributed. As we've 

seen, however, this sort of detection works much better for viruses and related 

malware than for primarily textual material such as spam and hoaxes. 

 Filtering by other suspicious or inconsistent header and routing/relay information. 

 

Such filtering can be highly effective, and is often applied by enthusiastic anti-spam system 

administrators through home-brewed or freely exchanged procmail recipes and similar 

programmatic solutions. However, automated spam detection is a very dynamic field, 

comparable in some ways to the virus detection area, but even more fluid, and demanding 

constant maintenance in the absence of the equivalent of a commercial scanner. Even then, it 

involves a trade-off between effectiveness at eliminating the encroachment of unwanted 

material and acceptance of the likely loss of legitimate content. Savvy system administrators 

tend to quarantine spam rather than discard it unread, so that they can monitor it and fine-tune 

their filters. 

 

COUNTERING PSYCHODoS IN THE CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT 
 

There are, it seems, so many avenues of psychological attack, chipping away at corporate 

resources and confidence, and undermining our ability to use the resources on which we rely 

(hence the coining "PsychoDoS" - Denial of Service through Psychological manipulation). If 

we can't rely on bought-in software and expertise to provide absolute protection even from 

such comparatively clearly defined threats as viruses, what resources are available to the 

hard-pressed security administrator? 
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One possibility is to outsource some (or all) of the problem. Can we refer responsibility out 

beyond the perimeter? I'm not sure that ISPs are devoted to the idea of taking this 

responsibility, preferring the approach of "we take no responsibility for the content we carry", 

reducing their own overheads to enable them to keep their prices competitive. Nonetheless, 

solution providers are starting to queue up to offer scanning 'out there', and some of them are 

offering other types of filtering too.  

 

However, automated scanning for malware is arguably a little different from other types of 

content analysis. Very few people would want to stand by their God-given right to receive 

unannounced malware, though how you process infected mail is a more sensitive issue than 

some providers seem to realise. Defining other 'unacceptable' content (spam, chain letters, 

hoaxes, pornographic, libellous, or politically sensitive material, copyright infractions) is 

difficult to automate and entails much more complicated legal and ethical issues. Some 

organisations can not afford the luxury of trusting outsiders to manage these issues. Even 

those that do must take decisions on the policies to be implemented on their behalf. Those that 

don't, have to make the same decisions regarding the technical solutions they choose to 

implement. Either way, sound research into the broad issues is mandatory, while 

implementation and ongoing maintenance and administration of filtering tools in-house calls 

for a significant investment of time, effort, and information-gathering.  

 

These, however, are primarily technological approaches, and therefore not in themselves 

sufficient response to a primarily social problem. Two interrelated approaches are, arguably, 

equally important: education and policy. 

 

There are two main schools of thought on education: (1) it's crucial; (2) it doesn't work. 

Actually, the balanced approach is probably the best: use it, but don't rely on it. Training 

should begin with induction and be reinforced and updated regularly (and irregularly, if 

circumstances call for it). It should address (in a high-level sort of way) malware, hoaxes, 

chain letters, spam, ethical computing, any other relevant area of security (resistance to social 

engineering, password management, use of encryption) and above all, it should map closely 

to the policies in place within the organisation.  

 

Every so often, someone reinvents the concept of hoax education through mass-mail 'pass-

back'. Clearly, it makes sense for the recipient of a virus hoax to let the sender know they've 

been conned and ask them not to continue to forward it. Where the recipient is aware of sound 

resources, it's a friendly and responsible act to make the sender aware that they can get further 

information. Within larger organisations, first and second line support teams/individuals may 

have guidelines to work from which may include a pro forma response. However, the 

recipient is often just one recipient among many, and it's tempting to mail the information to 

all recipients, in the hope of raising the level of consciousness generally. This was, perhaps, a 

more acceptable approach earlier in the game, when  

 

POLICIES 
 

The following suggested policy outlines are based on specimen policies from a forthcoming 

book [Harley, Slade, Gattiker]. They won't work for everyone in all respects, but highlight 

and to some extent address most of the core issues. 

 

Acceptable Use of Facilities 
 

Use of E-mail and access to the World Wide Web, and other network/internetwork using 

resources owned by the employer, is intended for work purposes only. Use for purposes not 

strictly work-related may be acceptable in moderation, subject to management approval, 

depending on the organisation, if it doesn't interfere with work. 
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All use of company facilities is required to be in accordance with: 

 All binding laws including but not restricted to: 

 Data Protection Legislation 

 Copyright Legislation 

 Legislation concerned with unauthorised access or modification to systems or 

data 

 Trade Secrets Legislation 

 Anti-discrimination Legislation 

 Obscenity/Pornography Legislation 

 All internal policies 

 Other policies and agreements by which the company is bound 

 

(It might be considered appropriate to proscribe here the use of company resources for 

administration of private business ventures. ) 

Acceptable Use of Email 

 

E-mail users must be aware that while they're using a company account, what they write may 

be seen to represent the views and policies of the company. They are therefore required to 

conform with appropriate standards of accuracy, courtesy, decency and ethical behaviour, and 

to refrain from the dissemination of inappropriate mail content.   

 

Inappropriate behaviour may make not only the employee but the company open to 

accusations of libel/defamation, harassment/discrimination, copyright infringement, invasion 

of privacy. Employees are therefore required to act in accordance with the company's 

published policies as well as all applicable legislation and other binding agreements. 

 

The company is not able or obliged to maintain constant surveillance of employees' use of its 

facilities, especially where such use is not specifically authorised. However, users of these 

facilities have no automatic right to privacy in that mail may be monitored or checked from 

time to time for reasons of maintaining network support, security or other reasons, as well as 

for ensuring that it meets prescribed standards. 

 

E-mail should not be used as if it were a secure communications channel for the transmission 

of sensitive information or messages. Use of encryption, though, should be in accordance 

with the company's policy. 

 

Anti-Chain Mail Policy 

Chain e-mail is a drain on network resources, system resources, and support staff. Any mail 

that includes a request to forward widely and inappropriately should be regarded with 

suspicion.  

 

On no account should mail that warns of viruses, Trojan horses and other security threats be 

forwarded without checking and authorisation from IT/IS, however trustworthy you consider 

the source to be 

 

Some virus hoaxes may have been intended to discourage the forwarding of previously 

existing chain letters. This is not an acceptable reason for passing on a hoax or chain letter.  

 

Passing on warnings about hoax warnings can be a difficult area. Some individuals and 

groups have recommended passing on information about hoaxes and chain letters back to 

other recipients of a hoax or chain letter, and in some extreme instances, to everyone in the 

recipient's address book.  
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 Passing on an anti-hoax message to everyone you know with instructions to do the 

same is simply a chain letter, and not acceptable.  

 Passing back an anti-hoax message to other hoax recipients may be justifiable if there 

are only a few of them and you're reasonably sure they'll benefit from the 

information. Even then, you should only pass it back if you're sure that the 

information is accurate and with the approval of the IS department/security manager.  

 Not all hoaxes are security-related. Do not pass on, for instance, appeals to forward 

mail to raise money for a worthy cause. Even if it isn't a hoax, it may not be an 

appropriate use of company resources. 

Anti-Spam Policy 

Employees are strictly forbidden to use company resources for the dissemination of spam, 

junk mail and other forms of inappropriate mass e-mail for private or work-related purposes. 

Mailing lists specifically set up for dissemination of particular types of work-related 

information are excepted from this stricture, as long as the type of information broadcast is 

appropriate. However, spamming a mailing list is never considered appropriate. 

 

Employees are expected to react appropriately to spam by reporting and forwarding it to IS 

and following their advice on what further action to take, if any. Direct response to spam 

(including angry replies or following instructions to unsubscribe) can cause more damage 

than ignoring or simply deleting offending messages. (Damage in this context includes lack of 

co-operation on the part of administrators who might otherwise be helpful; increased volume 

of spam, the spammer having ascertained that he has a 'live one'; mail-bombing, revenge 

spams etc. by a malevolent spammer.) 

 

'Spoofing' or forging mail headers in the headers of e-mail or news-postings is forbidden: 

either  as a means of disguising the source of mass e-mail (there is no legitimate business 

reason for doing this), or as a means of making it more difficult for spammers to add your 

address to their list of targets. The latter may be a legitimate aim, but spoofing is likely to 

ease the spoofer's burden of junk mail at the expense of other legitimate users. 

 

Acceptable Use of World Wide Web and UseNet 

Access is permitted as far as is necessary to achieve work-related goals. Access to sites or 

newsgroups that aren't directly work-related may be permitted, subject to management 

approval, as long as this doesn't interfere with work. Access is not permitted to such resources 

that customarily carry pornographic material, pirated software and other illegitimate 

information and resources, such as malicious software (binaries or source code) including 

viruses, Trojan Horses, Backdoor/Remote Access Tools, password cracking tools, and 

hacking tools.  

Anti-Virus Policy 

 All possibly virus-related problems are to be reported to the call centre and logged to 

the appropriately qualified person or team.  

 Helpdesk and 2nd line support staff attempting to handle such incidents are to advise 

qualified personnel at the earliest possible point in the incident management process. 

 No sharing of games, joke programs, screensavers etc. Any attachment is potentially 

hostile, irrespective of what it's claimed to be or the trustworthiness of the source. 

Viruses and worms are characteristically distributed furthest, unwittingly, by innocent 

third parties, rather than directly by malware authors and hackers with black eye-

patches and cutlasses in their teeth. 

 On no account may user disable or reduce the functionality of security software 

without authorisation.  
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 Customers are expected to use the corporate standard anti-virus package. Systems 

running unsupported packages will be regarded as unprotected: this may have general 

support implications, as well as the obvious security implications. 

 Unqualified staff (including IS personnel) may not pass on warnings of viruses, 

Trojan Horses and other security breaches without authorisation. 

 

 

Specimen Code of Ethics 
 

All staff should be required to meet prescribed ethical standards, but particular attention 

should be paid to staff with special skill-sets and corresponding privileges (technical 

management, MIS personnel). You might specify that they're expected to: 

 

 Promote public health and safety 

 Respect the legitimate rights of others - property rights, copyrights, intellectual 

property 

 Comply with and maintain knowledge of standards, policies, legislation 

 Exert due care and diligence 

 Not accept inducements 

 Not disclose confidential info 

 Avoid conflicts of interest 

 Avoid representing customers financially where not appropriate 

 Conform to and maintain relevant professional standards 

 Advance public/customer knowledge 

 Support fellow professionals 

 Not exceed own expertise or authority 

 Upgrade skills where opportunities exist 

 Accept professional responsibility. Follow through and don't offload inappropriately.  

 Don't evade own responsibilities by slagging off others. 

 Access systems, data, resources only when authorised and when appropriate. 

 
CONCLUSION 
Clearly, the problem of mail abuse goes far beyond viruses and hoaxes. However, it is by no 

means universally agreed that existing management tools can effectively automate the ingress 

and egress filtering of such abuse. Technical solutions cannot realistically be implemented 

irrespective of corporate educational strategies and policies, and automation is not a substitute 

for good quality, honestly intended and properly authenticated information. 

 

Biologists have long been fascinated not only by the mechanisms of sexual reproduction, but 

the apparent paradox that they don't appear to be particularly efficient [Ridley]. One possible 

answer to the paradox is that sexual reproduction, by disseminating genetic variation, 

increases resistance to infection. (Sometimes this is referred to as the Red Queen Hypothesis - 

the process runs like crazy just to stay in the same place, just ahead of the adaptive 

capabilities of disease organisms. Perhaps we need to come to terms with the fact that (1) 

malicious software also adapts to changing environments (2) that meta-malware and related 

nuisances keep pace with social and technological trends (3) that technological solutions 

aren't sufficient to keep up with social problems and dynamics. 
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APPENDIX: INFORMATION RESOURCES 
 

http://www.Vmyths.com/ (formerly http://www.kumite.com/myths) [Rob Rosenberger's site: 

specific hoaxes, constantly updated news, personal opinion, myths and urban legends, links. 

An essential resource.] 

http://www.Vmyths.com/fas/fas1.cfm [Rosenberger's very useful article on 'false authority 

syndrome'.] 

 

Guess what these are about: 
http://urbanlegends.miningco. com/  
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http://www.urbanlegends.com  

http://www.eff.org /pub/Net-culture/folklore/  

http://www.snopes.com/ [Urban legends reference pages] 

 

Hoaxes, chain letters: 
http://www.korova.com/ [wide-ranging, but includes hoax info/hoax du jour] 

http://ciac.llnl.gov/ciac/ [wide-ranging security resource with pages on hoaxes and chain 

letters. 

http://www.virusbtn.com/ [Virus Bulletin: obviously oriented towards real viruses, but 

includes a hoax resource] 

http://www.icsa.net/ [wide range of security info and resources including hoaxes] 

http://www.av.ibm.com/current/FrontPage/ [includes hoax/hype info] 

 

Anti-virus vendors with hoax info: 

http://www.f-secure.com/  

http//www.stiller.com/  

http://www.sophos.com  

http://www.symantec.com/  

http://www.nai.com/  

 

The above vendors (and others such as www.avpve.com) routinely carry information on real 

viruses, worms, and some jokes, Trojans etc. 

 

Vendors with content analysis/filtering solutions: 

http://www.integralis.com 

http://www.antivirus.com 

http://www.checkpoint.com 

http://www.cai.com 

http://www.nai.com 

 

Spamfighting 

 

http://www.cauce.org [information resource - legislation, FAQs, links] 

http://www.euro.cauce.org/ [European equivalent] 

http://www.claws-and-paws.com/spam-l/ [SPAM-L FAQ and mailing list; links to further 

resources] 

http://www.spamcop.net/ [spam report/action service] 

http://combat.uxn.com/ [spamfighter tools/resources] 

http://www.sunworld.com/sunworldonline/swol-12-1997/swol-12-spam.html [article by 

Cameron Laird and Kathryn Soraiz on filtering with procmail: useful introduction to the 

concepts of spam filtering] 

 

There is currently a mailing list for anything.... Many anti-virus vendors have mailing lists for 

news of current threats and definitions updates, though some are rather hype-enhanced. Some 

sometimes touch on current hoaxes, hype alerts etc. Organisations such as CERT, SANS etc. 

maintain mailing lists which may include virus/worm-related (and even less often, hoax-

related): however, the quality of information therein is variable and rarely updated as 

situations change (new information, variants, vendor updates etc.). Bugtraq and NTBugtraq 

include virus/worm related advisories and exploits, and sometimes lengthy discussion: 

however, the quality of information here, too, can vary widely.  

 

 


